Is Stabal the Netflix of Christian music?
A brand new streaming platform offering exclusive on-demand content.

We live in an increasingly impersonal and disconnected world. We have phones attached
to our fingers and an all-you-can-eat buffet of information and entertainment. Social
interaction, learning and shopping can all be done online without any face to face contact.
Yet, the same technology that tempts us to be so disconnected from one another also
opens doors for a much deeper type of connection. Stabal is filling up the digital space
that’s at everyone’s fingertips with music, films, stories and the highest-quality creative
content that inspires the mind, feeds the soul and has eternal significance.

Is Stabal the Christian Netflix? In more ways than one. Smooth user experience? Check.
Hours of content available instantly? Check. Original content? Check…although Stabal’s
original content is worlds apart from Stranger Things or Birdbox. Stabal is about music.
It’s about stories. It’s about personal connection and depth and learning. It’s about using
creativity and technology to create a space where viewers are enriched and artists are
championed.

STABAL

IS THE PLATFORM FOR ORIGINAL,
ON-DEMAND CHRISTIAN
CONTENT.

Stabal’s video archives offer hours of
intimate live music sessions, unique
story telling experiences and exclusive
interview content that builds up an online
community of artists and audiences who
are searching for more than just a pre-made
playlist of songs. Once you’re in, it’s hard to
pull yourself out of this mesmerising world.
Kick off with global worship anthems from a live
music session with John Mark McMillan, followed
by a laid back and personal podcast with Guvna
B, then discover new music with the talented duo
Drakeford, and finish off with an episode of Round the Table
where worship meets grime as a panel of artists from around the world tackle questions
like ‘how real is the divide between the sacred and secular music scene?’
It doesn’t even stop there. There is so much more...

STABAL’S
PURSUIT OF CREATIVE
CONTENT THAT CONNECTS
WITH VIEWERS HAS LED
THEM TO MAKE SHORT FILMS,
DOCUMENTARIES AND TEACHING
SERIES THAT DIG DEEP INTO
QUESTIONS OF FAITH AND REAL LIFE
INSPIRATIONAL STORIES.
On Stabal, exclusive live music sessions slide onto the home screen next to soul-bearing
interviews and inspirational short films. Gone are the days of trawling through the internet
to find something meaningful and inspiring. This is something real, something curated,
something exciting and something that each and every person is invited into. It’s the home
of relevant Christian content and the backstage pass that changes your relationship with
the music you love, forever. With fresh content released weekly, there’s always something
to watch and engage with every time you load up the Stabal home screen.
So, keep your YouTube account for funny cat videos and your Netflix account for bingewatching the next series, but add into the mix a Stabal account for a dose of something
creative, inspiring and enriching.

Start your 14 day free trial with Stabal today at

STABAL.COM

